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Dana

I developed this course with the CONSCIOUS
BUSINESS OWNER in mind, though it can be
useful for anyone! 

Through my years of working with the
metaphysical community and my years of
business, I have realized that many of us have fear
in sharing our gifts, our stories and our offerings. 

This course will teach you to use a traditional
business tool – The Elevator Speech – to share
your gifts. The planet needs you more than ever
and these simple strategies and ideas will help
you share your story with those who want what
you have to offer. This is a message worth
repeating. I believe that so much I do repeat it -
over and over again.  

Today, I invite you to Step Out of fear and Into
YOUR story

Welcome

A message worth repeating:
One thing we often forget as we walk through these types of exercises or work to release

our fears is that there are people out there waiting on us. Waiting on what we have to
offer, our special gifts, at our price, in our hometowns, out in the greater world, just

waiting. By stepping out of your own fear and celebrating life you are a beacon to others
who need the support to do the same. Let's begin....
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Transformational Telling of YOUR Story
(AKA - your Elevator Speech)

 
What Is It?

 
Typically a 30-second intro to you and your work. It is YOUR commercial.

The length can vary. 30 seconds is the “norm”, but who wants to be normal?
The 30-second rule is geared more toward business professionals at a

career fair or at a networking function at a bar. But, we are spiritual beings
and have a lot to say. Your speech can last as long as a 1-minute, but, keep

in mind that the clock is ticking! As you creep from 30 second to a minute
you run the risk of losing your audience.

You have 45-seconds (max) to share your gifts with someone you only just met.
What does 45-seconds (max) look like when telling your story? Below is MY

commercial that I have crafted. It shifts and changes slightly depending on who
I am speaking with but it is an example of where to begin. 

You CAN tell your story in 30-seconds!

What's Your Story?
This is mine:

I am a web designer and consultant for women working in the field of intentional
spirituality. I've been leading and participating in Goddess circles for 25 years. My

training as a Reiki Master Teacher and Certified Feng Shui Consultant helps me
speak the language of my clients and assists them in building a bridge to the greater
world. Years of retail management and non-profit development add a true business
dimension to my work. When not working with clients I am remodeling a house with
my husband, tending to our high school and college age children, feeding the four

cats that live with us and taking a full load of classes at MTSU! My true passions are
laughing with friends, perfecting the traditional Southern recipes of my roots,

growing a vegetable garden, and reading British murder mysteries!
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Brainstorm Time! One of the greatest challenges for people when thinking of what to share is
taking a comprehensive look at their life experiences and pulling out the most valuable items

to share. And, for folks in the traditional business world, there is a hesitancy to share their
spiritual gifts and for folks who have taken the road less traveled, there is often a hesitancy in

sharing what they learned from their business life. 
 

There is rarely a day that goes by that I do not use tools from my retail or non-profit days in
some aspect of my business and that goes for how I support and teach my clients as well.

And, you better believe that my retail experience has taught me how to close a sale! 
 

Below, I want you to list 9 tools you bring to the table when approaching your work or
supporting your clients. These can be as simple (ha!) as effective time management when

you were the executive assistant to the CEO or as complex as the license you now hold after
finishing massage school. Now, GO!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If you don’t have 9, don’t worry, we’ll work on pulling more out. 
More than 9? Good for you! But, don’t overdo it. 

We’ll begin to focus on what is important.

Confident Believable Authentic
Sincere Authoritative Truthful
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We’ve listed the tools and the credentials that you bring to the table. 
Now, let’s get a little deeper. 

 
3 WORDS THAT DESCRIBE YOU: (Examples Below): 

________Organized__________Intuitive__________Analytical
Your Turn:  ______________    _____________     _____________

 
3 PHRASES THAT DESCRIBE YOUR GIFTS:  (Examples Below)

 ___World Class Psychic ____ Intuitive Healer____PeaceMaker
Your Turn:  ______________    _____________    _____________

 
Any other words come to mind?

 (I gave you extra lines just in case!)
 

 ________________     __________________     _______________ 
 

 ________________     __________________      _______________ 
 
 

DO YOU REMEMBER THAT I TOLD YOU TO BE ALL OF THE THINGS ABOVE
WHEN TELLING YOUR STORY? AS WE WALK THROUGH THIS PROCESS,
KEEP THESE WORDS IN MIND. NOW, IT’S GETTING FUN AND A LITTLE

MORE CHALLENGING, WHICH IS HEALTHY!
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STEP OUT
OF 
FEAR AND
INTO
YOUR
STORY

WHAT IS YOUR AREA
OF EXPERTISE?

We all have things are interested in. The question is where is
our expertise?  The better question is how do you use these
skills and these areas of expertise in your spiritually based
business? Is it your spiritual certifications, life experience,
work experience, travel, degrees? You can tap into many

sources to find your expertise.

Are You An Authority? 

Yes, I said it. 

A-U-T-H-O-R-I-T-Y. 
Own it. Be it. It’s okay. You can be an authority and still be
sincere and authentic and you can do it without being a
know-it-all! If you do not recognize yourself even in some
small way as an authority on what you are offering to
potential clients, then you are selling yourself short. How do
you determine what you are an authority on? Is it something
that you spent a great deal of time on after which you
received certification? Yes. Is it something that you have
studied in a lay manner, read every book, seen every video,
attended every workshop to learn it all? Yes. Is it that thing
that you get phone calls and texts and emails about from
people who constantly seek your advice? Of course it is! Are
there folks who know more than you? Of course there are.
That is true for everyone in everything and does NOT negate
your own authority
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WHAT SUBJECTS DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF AN AUTHORITY? 
(Example: My Subjects) 

1. Web Design  2. Non-Profit Fundraising   
3. Spiritual Business Building 4. Client Engagement      

5. Space Clearing     7. Southern Foods   8. Raising Children   
9. Feminist Spirituality

WHAT SUBJECTS DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF AN AUTHORITY?
(Your Turn)

 
 ________________ __________________ _______________

 
 ________________ __________________ _______________ 

 
 ________________ __________________ _______________ 

 

ARE YOU CLEAR? Do you know what you are offering? You may be a
spiritual being and you may be offering services from a conscious or heart-

centered perspective, but you are also a business person, an
entrepreneur. Are you secure in the knowledge of what exactly you are
offering? When you develop this storytelling tool around your SELF and

your BUSINESS you bring clarity to your work. Don’t let this thing kid you.
It seems like a mundane business tool developed in some corporate office
or educational institute. It probably was. However, it is a POWERFUL tool

to bring CLARITY to your work and your service to others.
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We’ve looked at your tools/certs, your gifts and where your authority lies. Now, let’s
talk about the specifics of what you offer future clients. I personally offerweb

design, client engagement and business support. I’m a Reiki Master and use Reiki
pretty much all of the time, but I do not offer Reiki as a service. I am a Feng Shui

practitioner, study it, am certified in it and it is a lens I look through quite often but I
do not offer Feng Shui consultations. 

 
When I launched my business on October 31, 2015, it was after years of basically
GIVING AWAY all of these things for YEARS! I sat down and really thought about

what I want to do each and every day, the kinds of clients I want, the services I want
and CAN offer. And, I made the decision that I wanted to offer my business services

but knew at some point it would grow into something more.
 

On the next page, you can list up to 6 services you offer, then, we’ll see if we can
narrow it down just a bit

IF YOU DO NOT HONOR YOUR GIFTS,
SOMEONE ELSE WILL HONOR THEIRS -

AND THAT PERSON WILL FIND SUCCESS.
-ELIZABETH GIBLERT, BIG MAGIC
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If you are providing healing services or classes to clients and you are offering more
than 6, it is time to take a hard look at what you are selling. 

 
Which services/classes are booked most often?

Which are NEVER booked?
Which do you enjoy?

Which bring you a sense of dread?
 

Maybe you began with one type of service but have expanded into other offerings. 
Maybe you are no longer aligned with a program that certified you.

Maybe your clients have asked for other services and you have risen to their needs.
 

Spend some time with this and think about any services that either need to be
eliminated now or to be given a 3-month window for re-examination. List below:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Wait a minute, Dana, I’m getting a little nervous here! I hear you. You
have named your gifts, your tools, declared yourself an authority and

now, I want you to really narrow it down to what you are offering. This is
where a lot of my clients begin to get nervous. Let’s pause and walk

through this thing called fear and talk about why it stops us in our tracks.

WE ALL HAVE FEARS. YOUR JOB IS
TO PUT FEAR IN THE BACKSEAT

AND TO KEEP DRIVING. 
BIG MAGIC BY ELIZABETH GILBERT

It is the 21st Century and we have all the tools we could ever dream of at our
disposal, we have technology, we are living the life, but we still have primal

urges that are part of who we are and that we need for survival. 
 

Fear is one of those. Fear of stepping out of the cave and seeing a sabertooth
tiger (okay, maybe not that fear), but we do have fears that hold us back. Some
more than others. I’ll be honest, my fears have held me back SO MANY TIMES

through the years. I wish I had a magic bullet (or a great webinar) that would
release those fears for you, but this is work that you must do on your own. It may

be painful. But, that fear, is preventing you from telling your story and sharing
your gifts with the folks who need them most. 

 
Now, it’s time to list 3 fears holding you back. I’ll share my biggie with you that I
finally was able to release (I bet it is on your list, too). Fear of REJECTION also

known as fear that no one will like me. Here’s a little SECRET. People will either
like you or they will not. I finally figured out that not being myself, not being

authentic, is what people reject. Are there people who do not want what have to
offer? Of course, but I’m no longer worried about them. 

 
Take me or leave me. If I could have figured this out 20 (or 30) years ago, my life

would look very different now
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LIST 3 FEARS HOLDING YOU BACK

 1.

2.

3.

Let’s pause here. You’ve done a lot of work. At this point, you can either move ahead at
full-steam (what I usually do), or you can pause and journal. Write about your fears, write
about embracing your authority, write your hopes in sharing your gifts, write your dreams

of helping others along their paths. I’m a big believer in journaling. I vibrate at a fairly
high rate but by pausing and journaling I often can pull out nuggets otherwise missed.



Putting it all together!
This is where the fun really begins! Put your fears in the backseat, look at your tools, your

gifts, your authority, think about what you are sharing (selling) and start writing! On this
page I want you to take 15 minutes and put it all together. Set a timer. Once you feel like
you have conveyed what you want the world to know, read it in a conversational voice.

Get out your smartphone or kitchen timer. Remember the 45-second rule. If you go over
45 second start cutting (next page). Is your language flowery or do you have un-needed

words? Are you repeating yourself? Be honest. And, if you are under 30 seconds then
you have undervalued yourself and need to give yourself grace and love and look at your

gifts once again and see what can be added in. Get started!



Now, do it again.
Practice Makes Perfect. Now you have a first draft. Rewrite it. Once you feel like
you have conveyed what you want the world to know, read it in a conversational
voice. Get out your smartphone or kitchen timer. Remember the 45-second rule.

If you go over 45 second start cutting again.



Visit my website at:
www.danacroy.com 

for more information on working with me to share your gifts with the world! 

PRAY TO GOD BY KEEP ROWING TO SHORE

Remember: One thing we often forget as we walk through these types
of exercises or work to release our fears is that there are people out

there waiting on us. Waiting on what we have to offer, our special
gifts, at our price, in our hometowns, out in the greater world, just
waiting. By stepping out of your own fear and celebrating life you

are a beacon to others who need the support to do the same.

and step out of fear!

Look around you. We live in a time that seems many days like the world is contracting,
but really it is expanding and we are simply having growing pains to get us there. There
are people each and every day sharing their gifts with the world and making money at it!

Why can’t that be you? I am here to support you through this process. When you are
finished with this course, I invite you to hop over to my FB page and share your finished

story, your website, your business FB page with my tribe. 


